Introduction
For any complex space we shall denote by D x the Douady space of compact complex subspaces of X [1] . Let Z X^DX x X be the universal subspace so that for each d e D x , the corresponding subspace of X is given by Z x>d \=Z x n ({d} x X) £={d}xX = X. Recall that a Cartier divisor on X is a complex subspace of X whose sheaf of ideals is generated locally by a single element which is not a zero divisor. Let Div X = {d e D x ; Z Xjd is a Cartier divisor on X}. Then Div X is Zariski open in D x , and in fact is a union of connected components of D x when X is nonsingular. Then the purpose of this paper is to prove the following:
Theorem 1. For any normal compact complex space X every connected component o/DivX is compact and projective.
When X is nonsingular, the proof actually gives a more precise structure theorem of Div X (cf. Proposition in §1 below). The motivation for this theorem comes from Fischer-Forster [2] where they proved that there exist only a finite number of reduced divisors on any compact complex manifold X which are mapped surjectively onto Y where/: X-*Yis an algebraic reduction of X (cf. §1); this implies that almost all the divisors on X are obtained as the pull-backs of those on Y which is projective. Theorem 1 reveals a striking contrast to the case of codimension> I, where in order to obtain the compactness even of the irreducible components of D x in general, it is necessary to assume that X is Kahler or more generally that X is in ^ (cf. [9] ). Indeed, the analogy of [2] fails in codimension > 1 as was shown by Campana [0] .
Though we prove the compactness and projactivity at the same time in Theorem 1, there is an easy alternative proof for the projectivity once the com- Let/: X-+Y be a morphism of complex varieties. Let Z^=X be a Cartier divisor on X. Then we call Z a relative divisor over 7 if the following equivalent conditions are satisfied: 1) Z is flat over Y. 2) Z contains no irreducible component of the fibers of/(cf. [5] , 21.15).
Conversely, if Z ^ X is a subspace which is flat over Y and if Z y is a Cartier divisor on X y for every y e Y, then Z is a relative divisor over Y ( [5] ).
Thus if we set Z(X) = Z x n (Div X x X) g Div X x X, Z(X) is a relative divisor over Div X, Z x being flat over D x . Further Div X has the following universal property. Let Z^TxX be a relative divisor over T with respect to the natural morphism p T : Z-+T where Tis any complex space. Then there exists a unique morphism T: T-»Div^ such that Z = (T x id x )~1(Z(X)), and hence, that p T is induced from the universal morphism p: Z(X)-*Div X. So we shall call Z(X) the universal divisor associated to X.
Let X be a compact complex space. Let PicX = H 1 (X 9 0$) be the Picard variety of X, which has the natural structure of a commutative complex Lie group [3] and [4] , expose 234, §4). Further, we know that \JL X is project] ve and the fiber over LePicX is naturally identified with the projective space P(r(X,L)): = (F(X, L) -{0})/€*, i.e., the linear system on X associated to L, if it is not empty (cf. [3] , [4] ). Thus if we set (Div X)~ : = ^Y(Div X) g Pic X, the following lemma holds. Pico^f, is projective. Since CgPf n) for some n>0 by our assumption, C also is projective. q. e. d.
By this lemma, if we prove the next proposition, Theorem would follow in the case X is connected and nonsingular, in view of the projectivity of fj. r
Proposition. Let X be a compact complex manifold. Let yeNS(X). Then any connected component of D y>red : = i,i y (D y}Ted ) is contained in an orbit P a y of P a on Pic y X. § 2. Proof of Proposition
First we shall fix some notations. Let X be a complex space. Let n: DivX-*(DivZ) red be the normalization of (DivJT) red and p: Zp0-»Div X be the pull-back of the universal family to Div^. Let Tbe any normal complex space and Z^TxX a relative divisor over T. Then by the universal property of Div X and the normality of T we can find a morphism T : T-»DivX (not necessarily unique) such that p T : Z->Tis induced from p via T. We call any such morphism also a universal map associated to p T . For any irreducible component £> a of (DivJQ red we denote by 5 a the corresponding irreducible component of Div X and by Z a ->/5 a , Z a g D x x X, the pull-back of the universal family to D a . Then n K : = n\ Bx : 5 a -»D a is the normalization of D a .
Let 'Div X (resp. 'Div X) be the union of those irreducible components D a of (DivX) red (resp. 5 a of Div X) such that Z a (resp. Z a ) is reduced and irreducible. Then n induces n f : 'DivX-»'DivX which is the normalization of'Div X. Let Z^TxX and i\ T-»DivX be as above with Z reduced and irreducible. 9 and 2) f(Z t ) = Yfor some teT.
Proof. Let Z = (id T xf)(Z)^=Tx
Y. By the upper semi-continuity of dimensions of the fibers of Z-»T we see that the set A = {tG T; Z t =f(Z t )=Y} is analytic in T where we identify {t} x X with X and {t} x 7 with Y. Let r = dim Z -dim 7. by Remark 1.) Since / is surjective, E ftl contains no subspace of the form {d}xX, deDp. Hence E ftl is a relative divisor over Dp by Lemma 4. Let T^: 5^->Div X be an associated universal morphism. Let 5 a be the irreducible component of Div X which contains tp(Dp). As we have already remarked, actually we have J5 a g'DivX. Moreover, 5 a is non-isolated since Ep ltd moves as well as Z M when d moves in Dp, and it is non-transversal to /since for any deDp* Z ajT;j(rf) = Ep ltd andf(Ep lid ) = Zp id^ Y. We set a(Dp) = D a .
Conversely, let jD a be any irreducible component of 'Div X which is nonisolated and non-transversal to/. Let We now show that the above correspondences a and b are in fact bijective, inverse to each other, and have the property of the proposition. First, we note that from our construction it follows readily that i p is generically injective and moreover that each fiber of T a is discrete; for any d e T a (/5 a ), the support of Z M , is contained in/~1(Z a>d ) for each d' Et~l(d) and hence by Remark 1 dimi" 1^) = 0. We further show thatZ M is reduced if Z M is reduced and if Z M n X v is dense in Z M . In fact, since f v is a smooth fiber space, we have F~1(Z (X n (5 a x I/)) = Z a n (5 a x Z^;), both sides being reduced. Hence f~l(Z X)d n C7) = Z M n Zy, so that Z a<d n C7 is reduced if so is Z M . If further, Z M n X v is dense in Z ajd then Z x>d n 17 also is dense in Z a>d and hence Z M also is reduced. Then it suffices to show that D a is contained in some orbit P^ = P^(a). In fact, if D l y is any connected component of D 7tTed and D\= \J 15 a , then VJ P y (o) also is connected and hence P/a) = P y (a') for aeSIf aeSIi any a, a' e % since the orbits are mutually disjoint. Hence D l y g P£ for a unique orbit Pj. Now we show that 5 a gP^ for some P*. First, by Lemma 5 we infer that we may assume that 5 a g'DivZ. If J5 a is isolated, then the assertion is clearly true. So we may assume that 5 a is not isolated. We take a holomorphic model (*) of algebraic reduction of X. Then by Lemma 7 applied to 9, we can replace X by X* so that we may assume from the beginning that X = X* and / is defined on X. Now by Fischer-Forster [2] if D x is transversal to /, then D a is isolated (cf. Remark 1). Hence we may further assume that D a is not transversal. Then applying Lemma 7 this time to/, Proposition follows immediately. • C > 0 (cf. [7] ). Hence by Nakai crieterion (cf. [7] ) D a (x 0 ) is ample.
q. e. d. 
